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On Sufficient Conditions for a Function
to be Holomorphic in a Domain
By Zenjiro KURAMOCHI
§ 1
1. The problem under what condition it is sufficient for the con-
tinuous function /(z)=£7(z)-fiV(z) of a complex variable z—χ + iy
defined in a domain D of the z-plane to be holomorphic, has been
studied from many points of view. In particular one is from the the-
ory of a real function or the integral, and the other is from the
properties of an analytic function in the neighbourhood of the regular
point, for instance, the invariance of segment's ratio, of angles, etc.
The latter is the starting point of MenchofPs study continued from
1923 to 1938.
In regarding this there may be enumerable algebraic singular points
(i.e. branch point) at which the local properties in the neighbourhood
will be lost to some extent, his allowance that there might be enumerable
points at which the properties supposed as the conditions of his theo-
rems, were not satisfied, renders to be more interesting in the case
when /(z) is not univalent, because univalent and holomorphic function
cannot have any branch points in its domain. The object of our
study is to extend his theorems so as they may remain valid even when
/(z) is not necessarily univalent, to shorten his proofs and generalize
in some ways.
When lim^g° + ^ ~ ^ ^ 0 ^ exists, we call /(z) is rtionogene at z =
z0. The necessary and sufficient conditions for f(z) to be monogene,
is that /(z) is totally derivable1} and simultaneously satisfies the Cauchy-
γ)TΪ PiV 7)J1 7-)V
Riemann differential equations ; ^ - = - ^ , ~— ——-~~ and the necessary
dx dy By dx
and sufficient conditions for /(z) to be holomorphic in D is that /(z)
is monogene at every point in D. We see directly that the set in
which /(z) is not regular forms a perfect set.
2. We denote the half lines issuing from z by τt(z)\ i = l . 2. 3...,
1) Pompeiu : Sur la continuite des/ fonctions de varibles complexes, Ann. Fac. Soc.
Universite Toulouse (2), pp. 262-315 C1905).
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the angle made between rt and τ3 by lτi(z)ATj(z)) and the amplitude of
)-/(«) by amp [f(ξ)-/(z)]. If the upper and lower limit ϊ
ξ-z
e x
i
s
t
 a n
d when two extreme limits of lim and
are equal, we denote them by τtA(z), τγδ(z) and τtA(z),
^ '
ξ->« ζ Z
TtB{z) respectively.
We say that /(z) satisfies the property K\ K»* and K11** at z=z0,
if the folllowing conditions are satisfied respectively.
PROPERTY K"
1° To z—z0 three lines τt{zΛ) correspond such that [τι(z)Λτ j(z)j
φO (mod 7r)
2° r^ ΛCβ) = rjil(ί5) i . ; . = l . 2.3
PROPERTY K»*
1° To z=z 0 two lines τt(z) correspond such that [τ i(z)Λτ ί(z)]φ0
(mod π)
2° τtA(z)< + cx> and moreover two sequences' ql ql q*... on τe(z)
exist satisfying
lim B(qnt) =\im B(qnj)
PROPERTY K"**,
1° To z=z0. three lines τ,(z) correspond such that [τ<z)Λτ ί(z)]φ0
(mod 7r)
2° riA(z)<-foo and moreover three secquence q] qt ql... on τ,(z)
exist satisfying lim A(g")= lim A(ff") »,/=!. . 2. 3, and amp
3. Condition S. For a continuous function /(z) in Z), let 12 be the
image of D as z varies in D: Ω=f(D). At every point of £1, let
s(w): wen, be the number (finite or infinite) of times when w is
covered by /(z). Then s(w) is measurable.
Proof. Let a, b and c, cί be the upper and lower bounds of x, y
coordinates of D:IC0)=[a. b], /C())=[c. d). For each positive integer n,
let us put I^=[a. a + {b-a)/2% jtn)==(α + (fc--iχ6-α)/2
/2n] /*/)=(c + (fc'-l)(d-c)/2n c.+ fc'(6--α)/211]: fc, fc'=l> 2, 3
These define two subdivision ^°l) and ^c?*' of the intervals J((n and 7c0)
into 2ϊh subintervals, of which the first is closed and the other are
half open on the left respectively. Let us denote the rectangle by
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ϋjji* of which the sides are f*\ and /£?, these B^ make up a sub-
division of B^ of which /'°' and JC0} are sides, composed of 22n parts.
For k=l. 2.3...2", let 4?*/ denote the characteristic function of the
set /(Λ*!0*,) and let
βC">(w) = Σ β*,*/(w) : k, kf = 1, 2. 2 2 2 n .
We see at once that the functions scn\w) constitute a non decrea-
sing secquence which converges at each point of w to s(w). Hence,
the functions s~n)(w) being measurable, so is also the function s(w),
and s(w) shows the number of times when w is covered by f(z) in D.
We call, conditions S is satisfied in D if
Ω
Menchoff proved the following theorem 2 ):
4. Theorem 1. Ifw=f(z) is a continuous function defined in D, if f(z)
is a topological and direct (£, e, sense preserving) transformation of the
z-plane to the w-plane, and moreover Klf is satisfied at every point in
D, except at most enumerable points, then f(z) is holomorphic throughout
in D.
We shall prove the next modified theorem
Theorem 1'. For the continuous function w=f(z) defined in D (not
necessarily topological or univalent), if the following conditions are sa-
tisfied,
1° K11* (or Kf/**) is satisfied at every point except at most enu-
merable set,
2° Condition S is satisfied in D,
then f(z) is holomorphic in D,
In order to prove the theorem we proceed with some lemmas.
5. Lemma 1. // f(z) is the continuous function having two lines τt(z)
on τohich lim τtA(z)<^ + eo at evety point z except at most enumerable
points, then f(z) is almost everywhere totally derivable3^
To prove the lemma 1, we have only to show lim < o o
almost everywhere in D, by Stepanoffs Theorem0.
If Lemma 1 were false, we can find a positive measure set E', in which
'__Z.S_J =00, from which follows that f(z) is not regular in E.
2) Menchoff: Sur les conditions monog^nes, Bull, de Math. France pp, 141-1B2 (19283.
3) Menchoff: Sur les differentiales totales des functions unίvalents, Math. Ann. pp. 78-
85 C193Γ).
4) Stepanoff: Ueber total Differentierbarkeit, Math. Ann. 70, pp. 318-320 Γ1925).
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We denote the set of points of density of E, by E
v
 we observe that
mes \E—E1\=0, and accordingly for any positive numbers, we can
find a perfect set E2, such as E^E2, mes \E1—E2\<jε. We easily
see that any portion of E2 has positive measure.
We denote the set satisfying the following conditions by G (P. N.
nlt n2): where P. N. nv n2 are all integers
2ϊJp : Δ ί s t h e fixed d i r e c t i o n
3°
4° dist («, boundary of D^~-
then ^ 2 Q
where H is the set in which R"* (or JE^**) is not satisfied which is
enumerable at most.
By Baire's theorems we conclude that there is a portion Π 5 ) (we
assume that mes ΠφO without losing generality) defined by a certain
open set Dr, and in Π a certain G(P0. N0.n°i) is dense, which will be
denoted by G
o
. In the case when UΓ\GQ 3 z, τt{z) are defined already,
and in the case when Uf\G0 3zeU we define rt as the limit of rt(zn)
z
n
=z: z
n
£Up\G0. From the continuity of /(z) we easily recognize
that these r£z): zeUΓ\Dr satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 1.
Proof of the lemma 1. For a positive measure set Π, we know
that the set of linearly density point of6) Π with respect to a fixed
direction, has the same measure as that of Π.
Now let us denote by X and Y axes the two half lines of the
™(0)
 n
m
angles associated with the fixed directions —=, and ^ p , these axes
intersect perpendicularity each other. If we denote by Π* the set of
points of linearly density of Π with respect to X, and Y directions
simultaneously, then
mes | Π - Π * | = 0
By Egoroffs theorem for any small number β and η we can find a
positive measure set Π** of Π* and a positive number S such that if
5) Saks: Theory of the Integral, p. 54 (1937).
6) Saks: loc. cit. p. 54.
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ϊ is the line containing a point Π** at least parallel to X or Y axis
and its length is smaller than δ then
(Π*-Π** |<>, :
If z0 is a point of Π**f let us trace Z, Y axes going through z0 and
denote by V
s
(z0) the circular neighbourhood of z0 with centre z0 and
diameter 6% where
^
(1)
Then
Take
f(z)~f(z0)
so that | zQpγ \ = s cosec
;: p[ e Π*f I p^o I < j ^ i Pi^ o I o n the
: zeUΓ\V
s
(z0): M depends only on P and N.
t
'
i e r e e χ
ί
s t s a
 point
left hand of plt and take τλ(p[) which
intersects with Y axis at p2 and denote
by θlt the angle made X axis and τi(pί).
As \z2p\<Ί>» there exists a point p2eH
such as \p 2,z
o
\ <C IIΓJC a n d trace r2(p2) Pι
JL d
intersecting with X axists at p
a
, we
shall name as follow
p5 = the intersecting point of
θ2 w a n g l e p[p5p3
θ3 = angle P2P5P2
For N^>2 we have
4 J P ^ 2P
2P
and
2P
<~ - I
= 2 2P
1^
P"
1_
NP
Let z be a point of LI lying on the periphery of Vt(z0), then rλ{z)
exists which has a point ξ with T2O2) in common and as z0 e
there exists τi(z0) which has a common point ζ0 with
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Let 04=angle zξpS9 θs=z
2 2P NP-A~~2 2P+ΪVP 2~ 2? NP~5~2 2P+NP
( t a n 6 ^ ) j — ^ | ^ 0 ^ 3 1 = I zo2>21 t a n θx \ p2p'2 \
_ \P2P2 sin 6>3 |^o , c,._(g+g0p3) sin Θ4^(s + zop3) sin
Thus
and all <ULi|g—go| i = l . 2...3 and all Kt < + oo depend only on P
and JV.
In the same manner we proceed with τ2(pί), etc, in the half plane
under the X axis, and p2i p5... etc. are denoted as in the former and
p2p3 and p2p3 intersect at p*, then plt p5, p*9 ps and p[ forms a quasi
parallelogram £JS.
Finally
+ |/(p«) -/(pi)I + l/(pί)-/(p8) I + l/(pβ) - /(pi)I + l/(pί)-/(-r)l
where M depends only on P and N whenever zeV
s
(z0)f\Π.
In the case when zell, we make sr so small that quasi parallelo-
gram Γ~I9r associated with s
r
 and z0 may be contained in V8(z0) com-
pletely, then we have the same conclusion for any point of z' lying
on the cercumference of ZI7V, that is
'.P: z'e£J
s
/s periphery f\V
s
f\D': Mf=M'(M.P)
z'-z0
If z' e £J.r\(V.-U)f\D' w-n*oj
 i s regular
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By the maximum principle of analytic functions
/Θ)-/Oo) <r MP
 :
 M» = max {M, Mf): if z e V
s
(z0)f\£Js,
Since 6 and
 v
 any positive numbers, by StepanofFs theorem /(z) is
totally derivable almost everywhere.
Remark. When JVΞgl the proof is valid too with no essential altera-
tion.
6. Lemma 2. When at z=z0, f(z) is totally derivable and satisfies
K'r**, then f(z) is monogene at z=z0.
f(.^i)~f(^o)=z(A1~hiA2χx1-xo) + (B1 +iB2)(y1-y0) + 6^) | z1-z0 \ ^s^Zj)
-z0\ : lim£(ί8;1)=0: zt=xi + yi: i=1.0
cos Θi + (Bι + iB2) sin θt + 2sin θt cos θi{A1B1~\-A2B2)
Al9 A2, Bλ and B2 constants for θt) %=l. 2. 3 (mod π)
We easily have the relation A
ι
=±B2, A2=ψBιt but from the latter
condition of ίΓ'7** we have A
x
=B2t A2=—Blt Therefore f(z) is mono-
gene, in the case of K"* will be proved in the same manner.
7. Lemma 3. A continuous function f(x) is defined in the closed
interval [α 6] and there is a closed set F. [α δ ] — J F = Σ ! J<: ^r^tX'&ί)
are intervals contigus to F, with satisfiying the following couditions
: if zif
2° fr(x) exists almost everywhere and JJ I \f'(x)\dx<^ + oo
In
3° For each interval: Ii=(ai bί)y f(x) is absolutely continuous
b
then\ Kx)dx = f(b)-f{a).
a
Let us denote the uppper and lower bound of F by af and br and
/(α?)==/(α)==/(aθ if xeF or x<jb' or α;>6'
^ - F a n d α <
μ+\ μ+λ
and x e I,
where λ, μ^>0
After elementary calculation we have
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if
X* — Xi
Consequently f(x) has the property N of Lusin, and from 2° f(x) is
integrable. We denote the upper lower relative to F derivatives by
fF(x) or TF{x) and when two are equal, by fF{x).
Then fF{%)=fX%)=ff(x) almost everywhere in F, where
Urn f\x)^ lim / O ) ^ lim fF(x)^ lim f\x).
From 2° J \f{x)~ f{x)\dx -f Σ ( |/'(α;) -/7(#)|<to=0, it follows
8. Proof of the theorem 1'.
We have only to show that f{z) is holomorphic in D\ for it follows
that Π is empty set.
Let us take ξ, and η axies which are perpendecular to -^p and
^ directions respectively and denote by a and β the angles made
between ξ and η and X axis, then we have
x—x0 = £ cos α: + ?/cos β, y—y0 = ξsina + η$m β
Take a so small parallelogram £J8 in D
f
 whose four sides are parallel
ξ or η axis, of which the diameter is smaller than
We shall prove that /(z) is holomorphic in this prallelogram. If
zl9 z2 have the same ξ coordinates and both in Hf~\D' then r2(z1) and
τi(z2) exist which have a point z3 in common1. From (2) and (3)
We see directly that <,M.P in the same manner of
Z1-Z2
Lemma 2, if ze /Z7f\Df — Tl then /(z) is regular, therefore £7, and F
absolutely continious with respect to ξ. From condition S and change
of variables,
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j j nz)\2dξd
η
= Jj \f\z)\*dxdy
D'-\l ' D'-II
By the theorem of Fubini
j I/'OOI <*£< + <*> for almost 97 and |/ ' (z ) | • > 3u\ 3v
by Lemma 3
Γ 317 * , r, Γ 3V
1 ^ r d ? = U(ξ2) — U(ξι)t —-dξ=V(ξ2)'-'V(ξ1): for a l m o s t η
Similarly we have for η axis.
I 5~dv=U(v2) — U(vi) ' \ ^~^—V(V2) — V(ηχ): for almost ξ
Άι ηi
Denoting by C the circumference of ΠJ
I f(z)dz— II ( —C/ηCO
+ i ί l ( —Vycos
LJ
= J j (U
x
-Vy)dxdy + i j j (f/. + F J ^ ίZT/ = 0 ,
because /(«) is monogene almost everywhere in D.
Finally we conclude that f(z) is holomorphic in D\ from which
follows that f(z) is holomorphic in D.
§2
9. In this paragraph we intend to enlarge the results in the pre-
ceedings, in the wide sense.
We denote by f(z)—w, a continuous function defined in a domain
of the z-plane.
Proposition 1. // f(z) satisfies the following conditions.
1° /(z) is contiuous and for almost y, app
x
 UΊ\ app V
x
 and for
almost x, app U
x
, app Vy exist except at most enumerable set, relative
x, and y axis respectively.
2°
f j I app U
x
 I dxdyf \ \ \ app Uy \ dxdy\ 1 j | app Vx \ dxdy, J j | app Vy\ dxdy <oo
7) app means approximate derivate. Saks, p. 215. 300. 225.
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3° appU
x
—appVyt appUy— — appVx almost everywnere in D, then
f{z) is holomorphic in D.
From Fubini's theorem for almost y [\av®U
x
\dx and 1°) follows
that [£/(#, y)} is function A. C. G.8 ) We define ϋ(x, y)=\(zppU
x
(x,y))dxt
then U—ϋ is a function A. C. G, therefore 17*=app £/
τ
=apρ U
x
 almost
everywhere with respect to x, so we have Z7—C7—const., it follows that
U(b)-U{α)=ϋφ)--U{α); α>α0, after all we have 17(6)— ϋ{α\= j app Ux(x, y)dx.
α
In the same way as in the proof of the theorem 1, for any square
in D. \ f{z)dz = 1 \ (app U
x
—app Vy) dxdy + i \ Uapp Vx + app Z7y) dxdy~0.
Proposition 2. // /(z) satisfies the following conditions
1° αp^ U
χt app Uy. app Vx and app Vy exist except at most at
enumerable point in D, and further 2° conditions S is satisfied,
then f(z) is holomorphic.
Denote by E(nly n2) for any given β0 the set : nt are integers.
— t>(l —£0) : A=real
n
x
 J n
τ
f[mes line
If f(z) is not holomorphic in D, we can find a portion Π defined by Df
in which E(n\9 n°2) is dense, and by taking limit, Π is contained in the
closure of a certain E(n\9 n]) completely. We term this operation B.
If Π is defined by Dr from condition 1°) app U
χi app Uv, appF^,
and app Vy exist, therefore, they are <:Max(w?, n\) in absolute value.
/(z) is regular, if zeD'—Il.
From proposition 1 we conclude that f{x) is holomorphic in D.
10. Proposition 3. // f(x) is a continuous function defined in a
closed interval [a, b], and if there is a closed set F C[c&, 6],/< = (αί, 6J
denoting the intervals contigus satisfying the following conditions.
1°) J^(*) d x = /(6J-/(α.) /or eαcΛ interval and Σ \\f'(x)\dx <
8) see 7).
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2°) fF(χ) exists except at most at mumerable set and \\fF(x)[dx <^°°,
F
then f(b)-f{a) = Σ J f{x)dx + J f
r
(x) dx .
Proof. If x £ F and x is isolated from F, fF(x) loses its meaning,
but the set where x is isolated, is at most enumerable, therefore fF(x)
has finite value everywhere in F except at most enumerable set in F9
we define a function such as
= f{χ) if x£F
*) .
 i f x e I % = ( α , h ι ) x =A -f- [Jb
When \fF (x)\<Ίtί; |JC|<^oo, there exists a secquence xt converging
to x, xt € F and there is number δ exists so that
it xt
a) In the case when xti xeF \x-xt\<^8 follows K-<β
X( — X
b) In the case when xeF, and xteF
b,l) Fr5xt>xι = lower bound of (x-δ)p\F
b,2) F~ext<jxu = upper bound of (x + δ)f\F, there exists a /* =
from this it is clear
xt—x
2) If x'eF |/(a?)| <;Λf (because f(x) is continuous in closed inter-
val, there exists an interval J,=(α,, bt)3xt, Xj therefore for xt.Xj
J .
 χ
Finally all /(α;) has finite Dini's derivatives everywhere except at most
enumerable set, from 2°) f(x) is an absolutely continuous function,
on the other hand fF(x)—f'(x)=f'F(x) almost everwhere in F, then
)-/(α) = Σ J f{χ) dx+ f ~f{x) dx = Σ j /'(») dx+ j /;(») do; .
11. Theoreme 2. /(2;) is a continuous9^ function in D, and D is
9) Kametani: On conditions for a function to be regular, Jap. Journ. of Math. 17,
pp. 337-345 (1
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expressed in the form D=^Ei-hH, where H is an enumerable set, and
i
satisfies the following conditions.
1°) For each Ej3z two lines (fixed direction) denoted by τ,
:
 issuing
from z, correspond, and for zf (zEjP\Ti and \zf—
ζ->z
exist except at most enumerable set in E
 5, and when two τβ exist,
=T2BEJ almost everywhere in Eh and S is satisfied, then f(z) is
holomorpic in D. (Of course on τt(z)f\EJf when z is isolated from
rt(x)P[Ej, relative derivative loses its meaning)
Generality will not be lost by assuming that the two fixed direc-
tions are that of x and y axis. Hj denotes the set of Ej where (1°)
is not satisfied.
Then D
Denote by E
sp the set Ez satisfying the following conditions
i f Zt z + h 6 E e ^
h = real or imaginary
2°) dist (z, boundary of D)> ^
P sp
If /(z) is not holomorphic in D, by operation B we can find a portion Π
defined by Dr in which a certain Egp is dense, we conclude by taking
limit of τ,(s
n
): z
n
 e E
sp, lim zn = z. For any z e D'fXΠ 1°) and 2°) is
n
satisfied,
/(z) is regular : if zeZ) '-Π ,
| 4
 TM<P : if ^eπ .
By using Fubini's theorem about S condition ίf |/r(z)|cZα;cZ?/< o^o and
proposition 3, we conclude that for almost all y
XI
U(x2, y)-U(xl9 y)= Γ ί U'x (x, y)dx]+ [ufo, y)dx, etc.
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and further ^~L= ~-L\ etc. almost everywhere in Π. Finally we have
12. Proposition 4. w=f(z) is approximately monogene except at most
enumerable set and condition S is satisfied in D, then f(z) is holomor-
phic in D.
If f(z) is not holomophic in D, we can find by B operation a por-
tion Π defined by Dry there exist a certain £0 and r0 and Mo not
depending on ^eΠ.
f(z) is regular, if zeDf—ΐί
1°) mes
where | A j = M0, * < Λ 0 O Ό : if s € Π .
We have only to show that /(») is holomorphic for any small square
in Df for this purpose, we take a square with its diametre smaller
than <-y-, then for zlt z2eiί we find a cercle Cfo) and, C(z2) their
diametre J^—z2], in which
(1°) is satisfied and m
—z2\
2
π therefore there exists at least a point z3 e
es \C(z
ι
)Γ\C(z2)\^>^ \zx-z2\2 < ( l - ^ )
ό
and so |/(gi) /(g»)(^2ίlfP : if zlt z2eU M = M(A, So)
I ^ ^ I
On the other hand f(z) is approximately monogene
K^-Kzύ^^+iA^x^xJ+iB^iB^^
lim 6(z2)=0
(approximately totally derivable)
but directions are fixed
then we have (A1A-iA2)=app fxf (B1-hiB2)=appfy almost everywhere
in Π. Finally from the theorem 2, f{z) is holomorphic in D.
§ 3
We give the simplest proof under a little change of the conditions
of the theorem 1.
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We denote by l(z) straight line passing through z and denote
lim * » - * « ) , Πm * » " * « )
by /|B(2') or lim ιtA(z)
13. Theoreme 3 (Menchoff)10). // f(z) is a continuous function
with the following conditions.
1°) To every point except at most at enumerable points, correspond
two lines passing through z , [l
x
Λ
 Z2]φ0 (mod π) .
2°) Bι1 = Bι2 .
Then f(z) is holomorphic in D.
Or more generally iϊϊn/iA, ίϊm/2A<^oo and two sequences on them
lim B(#i) = lim B {q2) .
We.pTOvetbis theorem as an application of following Pompeiu's the-
orem. A complex. function /(z), continuous in an open set D, is
regular in D, if it is monogene at almost all the point D and if further
lim f(z+h)-f(z) at each point except at most enumerable set.
h
Proof. It is not regular in D we can find as in the case of theo-
rem 1, the portion Π defined by Dr and followingly conditioned.
1°) f(z) is regular, if z<GD'-Π
2°) 1°!, l\ are fixed direction
dist O, boundary of D) S - i
40) Aς -JΛZJ j^p
 i f ζ£llz). 0-<,\ζ-z\^-±- : t = 1. 2
If we associate a sector S(z) (fixed dir^tion and fixed opening angle)
to each point z of the plane set Π, of which z is the vertex of the
sector S(z). It is clear that the set of z which is isolated from S(z)f\U
is at most enumerable.
;
 Let R be a subset of Π, which is isolated from Π in any one of
four sectors, then R is at most numerable.
14 Lemma 1. Let us denote by V
s
{z) the circular neighbourhood of
z with the centre at z and the radius s.
10) Menchoff: Sur les conditions de Cauchy-Riemann, Fund. Math. <1935> pp. 59-97
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then
lim /(*?•)-/(*) is bounded if z" eΠ f\ V
s
{z) : z eΠ~i
Proof. We take a point z" e Π
f\V
s
(z), then exist two l^z") and
h(zff), which intersect with I2(z)
and Z
x
(z) at points p
x
 and p2, and
denote the angle <93= angle
θ2 = angle ^zz^ then
accordingly
^-i>2 + ϋo-ί
Fig. 2
, ! ^ - , | < i
We directly see tha£ Λi z" eV&(z)p\τi in the same wayz" —z I
as in Theorem 1, where ilί depends only on P and N.
From that z is not contained in R, there exists V such as
and two lines lt(zr) exist which intersect Z/s) at pr, and p2 where ^/z)
is a sector of which vertex is ^  and its half line is the half line l°ι(z)
and l](z) and its opening aϊigle sufficiently small given number εΛ0.
Then, diametre of (zp.2z'Pi)<Crp-9 therefore : if ξ
lies on the circumference of (zp2zfpx) , which can be proved as
usual.
Finally ^PM t if
z
r
—z
In the long run we conclude that
0Λ(
lim : if
When z is contained in Dr — Π, /(«) is regular, so lim
Λ0 h
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at every point except at most enumerable set, from condition 2°, /(z)
must be monogene almost everywhere in Df. By the theorem of Pom-
peiu f(z) is holomorphic ni Df,
Remark. It is clear that this method is applicable when K" is
under the condition that three lines issuing from z never lie on the
same side of any line passing through z.
When four lines issuing from z, #e can this apply without any
satisfied further condition. It is important not that lim B(z) exist, but
that lim A<^oo.
15. We know what effect the number of r/z) of which lim τtA
<^po has on the condition of regularity.
1) two lines, condition S. B
λ
 = B2
2) three lines condition S. A
λ
 = A2 = A3
3) two lines passing through or four lines issing from z. B
λ
=B2
4) two lines (fixed direction) relative or approximate derivateve
conditions S.
§4
16. Invariance of angles. The properties studied in the preceed-
ing paragraphes are quantative relations between the behaviours of z
and w in the sense of segment's ratio or its extended meaning. Never-
thless on the contrary this property is not direct relation between
them but it only tells us the indirectly, in the other word, it means
the connection of quantatives (angles) defined by pairs (z. ?/) and (U. V).
Property Kr
With z=z0 three half lines rlz): i = l . 2.3 issuing from z0 are ass-
ociated and any Jordan curve / terminating in z0 with one of rXz0) as
its tangent, has its image /(/) with a half line Tt(wQ): wo=/(zo) issuing
from w0 as its tangent in the w-plane,
lr£*)*rj{z)) = [Tlwy Tj(w)) φ 0 (mod π) t./.=l. 2. 3
Menchoff proved the following theorem l l ).
Theorem 4. // w=f(z) is univalent and continuous function defined
in a domain of the z-plane and if it has Kr at every point except at
most enumerable point, then f{z) is holomorphic in D.
For the purpose to make this theorem remain valid, in the case
when /(z) is not univalent, we take a little changed property K'*
as it follows.
115 Menchoff: Sur les representations qui conservent les angles, Math. Ann. 109, p.
101-159
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Property Kf*
With z*=z
a
 three lines h(z): £=1. 2.3 passing through z are asso-
ciated having its image Ahiz)) in the w-plane which has a tangent Tt
in the neighbourhood of w and Bt'w=f(z)
[lt Λ IJ = \τ% Λ ΓJ φ 0 (mod 7Γ) i, = 1 . 2. 3
17. Theorem 4'. // w=f(z) is a continuous function which has Kr*
at every points except at most enumerable points, and further if condi-
tion S is satisfied in Dt then f(z) is holomorphic in D.
Let us denote by Tt{w) the tangent of fillz)) at w: ί = l . 2.3 and
by G(P.N. nlt n2, n3) the set conditioned followingly.
1° -Λ-UZ^ΛLS^J—2ΛΓPHΛ ; 2NPΓ-2NP
2°
3°
4
° ^<[^ί'(o)J<2^p
5° dist (s. boundary of D)^-~
Then D = "ΣG(P.N. nl9 na>
where jP.iV %, n2, ^ 3 are all integers, and H is enumerable set.
If /(z) where not holomorphic in D, we can find the portion Π
defined by a certain open set D\ and in Π a certain G(P°. N° n\> rζ,
nl) is dense. In the case when zeG
o
f\Ut lt(z) are defined already, in
the case when zeG
o
f\Π, we can define lt{z) by the limit of Z,(zn): lim
z
w
=z: ^eGfo/^Π, then by the continuity conditions 1° 5° are satis-
fied
OO j ^ ±_
T-» •»•»••»-» . „ ^ I — «
~~\P NP
1 Γ " 1 1 1
4° x << T (wλ^ T (w Λ \<c ' if I ^ ^ I <^ L
where Δ
ίf and Δc are all fixed directions in the z or w-plane respec-
tively.
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18. Lemma 1. f(z) is totally derivable almost everywhere in Π.
Let us denote by AV2 the half line of the angle made by Δ l f and
Δ2 (Δ^ are fixed directions) which is named X axis the other axis per-
pendecular to this axis will be named Γ axis, and denote by l(y) the
line passing through y and parallel to X axis. In the same way the
half line of Δ
x
 and Δ2 and the other will be named U. and V axis,
(this is possible by rotation of the coordinates).
Remark 1.
If | ^ ~ ^ | < m i n ^ c o s ( z A Δ ^ . Acos([*ΛΔ2f) and zt, zkeKy)f\Π
then t anfc ,-^)^^
Proof. If it were not so, there is at least one point where the bran-
ches of lι(zk) anc I2(zt) intersects. But their images / (branch of l^z*))
and / (branch of Z2(z*)) do not intersect, this is impossible.
This follows clearly that U(x. y) is monoton increasing function
of x : xe l(y)f\Π9 accordingly if x ei(τ/)ΛΠ> then U{x. y) and V(x. y) are
functions of bounded variation on Z(#)/\ΓL But on the other hand from
condition S ίi |/'(z)| 2 dxdy <oo. We see directly that Ό(x.y) and
D' - π
V(x.y) are bounded variation on l(y)[\Dr for almost y., consequently
(tv=ll+iy) is a rectifiable curve for almonst y as a function of x.
19. Remark 2. U arid V are bounded variation, therefore they are
derivable with respect to x almost everywhere in l(y)f\Dr, and from
remark 1
dV
dx
dx
i=1.2
almot everywhere in l(y)f\ΐl.
Let us denote by Ek the set satisfying the following condition on
Ky)f\n and denote by E(Jy) the set Ky)f\U
: if zeEt:K<NP: N^
dx
mes E(y) = \J{y)f\Π \ = Σ mes Ek.
To prove the total derivabilίty, we have only to show that
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almost everywhere in Π, we assume that lim^z+ <—-
Λ-*0 h
positive measure set Π°: Π ° c π .
mes IΠ A Σ #(*/) I = Σ Σ E* — πies Π> mes
v y Jc
therefore there is a certain m such as at least
If « 6 Π D Λ Σ « « then tan ^ l < | ^ ^ tan ^
By Egoroff's theorem for any positive number £. There exist, δ
and a closed subset Π' such as
mes |Π°-I
If zeΐlf and h is real number and \h\<^β then
From ΓΓ, we take a set Π2 which is linearly density with, respect to
any line l(y) and by Egoroff's theorem we can find a subset Π2 of IT
such as
If lengh of « K , . then
We denote by θ
λ
 and θ2 the angles which is made A x and A2 with J?-axis
we can assume that - ^ > ( ^ ) > ^ f
by choosing adequate Δ l f Δ2 among Δ19'Δ2> Δ3, and now let δ be smal-
ler than
sin
 (Λ - ά ) , ά ΐ s i n ('2 + ά
20. Remark 3. Maximal and minimal qiίasi parallelogram in the
2-plane with centre z and radius k.
=OQ. Therefore there! exists, <-2B=
z + h such as > n ; L > M for any large number
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We write the circle with centre at z and radius
h
<ΎP s ί n (*' +WP
<jp sin
~2N~P).
We can find ^ and a[ on l(y)f~\U satisfying the following conditions
max
\z-a[\
max
From a
Ύ
 and a^ i we trace ^(#1) and
and ix(ai) and Z2(<*i) These lines forms a
quasi parallelogram. This will be called
maximal quasi parallelogram ΠJ with centre
at z and radius A.
Next we can find ^ and β[ on
satisfying following conditions
mini mini
Fig. 3
h cos (θ2 — — _
and we trace l^β) in the same manner as in the preceding, we call
this quasi minimal perallelogram ζj with centre z radius h.
mini *
Evidently
- ΠJ
z
 m
i
n
i z
dia ΠJ
max
diaZ7
mini
^
l f
area ZI7
max
area
(4)
21. Remark 4. Outer minimal, and outest parallelogram in the
w-plane and their property.
In general, let us denote the image of p by p in the w-plane.
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From cti and a[ we trace lines 'Lt{ax) and L<(#ί) etc,
1 1
direction L^a^ = A
x
 +2NP
 d i r e c t ion L2(aλ) = Δ2 ~~7
direction L
τ
{a
λ
) = π — A1 — —-r= direction L2{ax) = π —
These Lt form a parallelogram named outest ZI7. From ax and
i we trace lines Lt so that
direction L1(a1)=Aι-~p
direction L2(5) ^
direction L
ι
(ai)=π-A14-^
dirdction L2(a')
Fig. 4
This is named outer minimal paralle-
logram CJ .
Omini W
As
dv
bo tan •~NP ^ tan
m
d.x
From al9 <x[ we make imges KlJίctJ), etc this forms a quasi paralle-
logram with four curves £J (5 l f cζ)."
It is evident ΣJ ζ^ £7 (cclt ai) C ZI7.
and from f then
=r= L^Hxiαί it follows that area ΠJ, and area ΠJ = M | α , 5 ί [ 2 :
^
1
- J> C ίΓ OminiTF
where
If £W£Π then wM.e ZI7 this is proved easily as in remark 1.
o mini w
22. Remark 5.
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area- ΠJ
area ΠJ
o w
Case 1 z
n
eiί[\ ΠJ - ΠJ, then/(z») C ΠJ(«i, «ί)
mini z
because to z
n
 f(k(z
n
)) correspond which must intersect the peripherie
of ΠJ(&i, ~cc[) to outer side
Case 2 z
n
 e Uf\£j - ΠJ
max z mini z
is regular, therefore the maximum of this absolute value is
attaiend at the point p of Π or the peripherie of ΠJ — ΠJ therefore
mix z mini *
from case 1 or 2. There exists a point ζ0 on the peripherie of ΠJ
max z
- ΠJ) such as \fiζ
o
)-f(z)\^M\ζ
o
-z\., but in the z-plane \ζ
o
-z\
mini z
^>K3h, or at a point of Π (this is case 1), accordingly in ΠJ,
mix z
there are two point z, ζQ such as f(ζ0) and/ (z)e £ 7 , |/(£o)—/(*0l
o w
, this follows that
area of ΠJ > # < = ίC(P. iV)
23. Remark 6. // two maximal quasi parallelogram has no point in
common in the z-plane, then corresponding two minmal outer parallelo-
gram has no poinit in common in the w-plane,
Case 1 ΠJj lies on one side of
I<(α
n
). Let such It be ^(αj then A3B5
C^Dj lies on one side of AtBiy if it
were not so dy Aβt opposite side,
then ajdj intersect with l
ι
(a
ι
) or lι(bt)t
but AJDJ or CJDJ cannot intersects
with AiBt or CtDt on its extension.
This is impossible. Where il i=/(α<)
etc.
Case 2 (not case 1) in this case,
we can prove in the same way in 1
using the continuity of angle. Let ΠJj be not contained in the angle
atdtcι9 then D3 lies C^JR^A same side, therefore Dt is not contained
in the angle AtDtBi9 therefore minimal ΠJ never overlappe.
Fig. 5
O mini
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area ΠJ
But °-μ=- <KS and from 4 area ΠJ >K6h
2
area / / nwx«
O mini W '
area ΠJ
finally
area ZI7
Π1ΛX Z
By VitalΓs covering theorem, we can find a secquence of ΠJ not
mix z
overlapping each other and
Σmes £7>f>
mix ar Z
mes /(/?)>' mes /(£>')> Σ mes Z ^ >ίΓ7Λί%, but M-»co, this is a
contradiction.
24. Lemma 2. // /(^) is totally derivable at z=z0 and satisfies Kf*
then f(z )is monogene at z="z0
lim 8(z)=0
tan Θ = A^x~χ
=A1(x-x0)+B1(y-y0) Aλ +BX tanθ t
tan Θ - tan θ = const for ^ i = 1. 2.3.
Then we easily have A
λ
 = J?2» -A2 — — ^ i
25. Lemma 3. f(z) has property N on l(y} for almost all y.
If it were not so there exists a positive measure set G on Δ2 such
that, for any y£Glf [f(z)] are rectifiable and on which /(z) has not N,
v=y "
this fact follows that there exists a set q(y) for line mes | q(y) \ =0 but
f(q(y)) has line measure >0. By Lusin's theorem there exists a such
a perfect set as mes line q{y) of which any portion q of it line mes
/(tf(2/)X>0, of course g(2/~)CΠ for ZK— Π30, /(«•) is regular accordingly
absolutely continuous.
If zk, zkelf\U and | ^ — ^ K ^ - p then [wk, wkA'Ai\ is contained in
Γ
1 +9N~P θi ~9M~P\' ^ e t U S ^ e n o t e ^ e s e t °f V S U C ^ a S
3F
mes
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Then there exists at least a set such as outer mes G»>/C>0> which
is denoted by G%.
For any y e G
o
, let us devide l{y) in equal length segments St :
S{f\8j=0 and denote by zk. zk the ends of Skf\Tί and construct the
parallelogram EJ formed by lt(zk), Ifa'*) ί—h2.. From mes β(y) = O
follows Σ length δ*<C-r for any large number A, and if wk=f(zk),
w*=/(«*)> l^fc—Wfcl=^* are denoted t h e n Σ l^ fc^ j^fc
ently large ^, and
~ ^ p : direction ?
τ
w
,=
From the construction of f(£J), we see that f(£J) is a quasi
parallelogram in the to -plane which has outer minimal parallelogram in
in its interior. These minimal parallelograms £J never overlapp,
mini W
when corresponding maxima ΠJ have no common point in the z-plane
VΛXX. Z
(see Lemma 1) .
area of mίn ζj ^>Cλl (C depends only on P and N)
mini w
P y^
for sufficiently large p .
' and Σ v means the summation over k satisfying (1) or (2)
λ^^pBk(y) (1)
λ < δ ( 2 / ) ( 2 )
" then Σ ' >
area of minimal parallelogram EJ >
mini W
a r e a o f
We denote by s(K) the projection of parallelogram of which the dia-
gonal is zfc, z'k^sk on Δ2.
We can find a secquence of intervals lt has no common point each
other on Δ2
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>"ΪΓ follows Σ^^>f~ f°Γ large number m.
This operation will be used for each It then we have
This is ύ ctffiίradiction for A—>oo and mes |/(<D)|<-f so, the same fact
occurs for another l(x), accordingly we can conclude
5 7)11-^dx for almost all y, etc.,OX
χ\
then we can prove that \f(z)dz=0 in the same manner as used in
c
Theorem 1.
25. When the topological property of a regular function Is cha-
racterized, this is called an inner transformation satisfying the following
two fundamental conditions.
1° Light transformation: for any w€f(D)t f~\w) is totally disc-
onnected, then /(z) is called a light transformation.
2° Open transformrtion : any open set is transformed into an open
set.
Property K». If at z=z, f(z) satisfies Kr and further in the nei-
bourhood of z, any Jordan curve issuing from z contained in the sector
Si3(z) formed τt and rJf has its image in the w-plane in the corres-
ponding sector S,tJ which is not whole direction, then we call that
/(*) has KfS at z=z0.
In regarding that f(r£z)) has a tengent at w: w=f(2), there exists
such r0 if | f - « | < r 0 . : ?€τ,(z) then f(ζ)φf(z). We define WiJ=2π-SiJ
and Ti5 is the half liene of Tt and T3.
We denote by G(N. P, nl9 n2, n3) the set satsfying the following
conditions
2NP^lί 2NP)^ 2NP
20 ^ ] 4
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4° [ ^ Λ / ( ? F 7 ( ^ ) ] < ^ p if \ ξ - η p
-z\<Jp: ςeStJ
26. Menchoff proved the following theorem12)
Theorem 5. If /(z) is topologίcal and direct in D, and lim arg ^ l~~ ^
exists at every point except at most enumerable points, then f(z) is
holomorphic in D.
Theorem 5'. // f(z) is contίnuons (not necessarily univalent) and KfS
is satisfied at every point except at most enumerable points, then f(z)
is holomorphic in D.
:
 Lemma 1. f(z) is a'light transformation in D. '
If f(z) were not so, there exists at least such a point of w as
/ \w) is a continum being clearly closed. A continum is a perfect
set, then there exists a portion Π of the continum in which a certain
G
o
 is dense, therefore there is secquence of points converging to p,
and then there us also the subsecquence of points converging to- p in
c'ertaine sector S(p) with the opning angle smaller than r ^ ' a n d the
vertex is p. If we denote by qttt+1 the intersectiong point of τ1(^J
and r2(pi+i), then there exists at least a pair of .pi9 pi+i in S(p) satis-
fying Conditions
2° dist" \qitί+1Pt|<-p dist
3°
4°,; If;, length of τ
x
(^), r.2(p,+α)<^v then
-I
.
, where the opening angle of S{ is NP
and the half line of St is Tt{w): w=f(p) respectively.
But from f{Vι)\= f(pt+1) = f(p): /(?«, i+i)
12) Menchoff : Sur la representation conforme des domaines plans, Math. Ann. 95, p. 642
C1926),
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This is a contradiction.
If /(z) is not holomorphic in D, we can find a portion Π defined
by Dr which is completely contained in the closure of certain G
o
.
Lemma 2. f(z) is an open transformation in D!.
If zeDr—Π, f(z) is regular, therefore if f(z) were not an open
transformation, then there exists such a point peΠf\D' and an open
set G as pe interior of G, and f(p) e boundary of /(G).
We take a neighbourhood V{p) of p: dia F(p)<-ί : V{p)<CGCPf- Since
f(z) is a light transformation f~τf(p) is closed and disconnected. We
take 3 points a. b.c. on τt(p)f\V(p)f\ complement of /ΎO) i=1.2.3
and connect by the
 α
Cb α and 6 in V(p)f\St£p)f\ complement of /~~7O),
and so on about 6, c and c, α in SJt(p), SJb(p) respectively to make a
closed curve C, then it is clear that
dist (/(C), /(p))i>S
o
>0,
the order of f(C) with respect to /(p) is 1.
Hence f(p) e boundary of f(G), then there exists another point q and
another neighbourhood V'(f(p)); dia F(/(p))^4°» V'{f(p))Bq: f(G)iz;
dist (/(p), 9 )=e<^, then
the order of f(C) with respect to q is 1.
In V(p) we deform continuously C into C7 so that dia /(C'X-χ and
enclosing p, then
the order of f(Cr) with respect to q is 0.
This shows that q is covered by the schar of images of curves from
C to Cf in this deforming process, which contradicts that q~€f(G).
As f(z) is an inner transformation in Df, therefore it is locally
univalent and topological, consequently theorem 4 is applicable locally
except enumerable points (branch point), finally f(z) is holomorphic
in D.
Remark. Theorem 5 is clearly contained in Theorem 5' therefore
the condition of univalency of Menchoffs theorem is surplus.
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